In this paper, an experimental methodology is described to assess the structural strength of unreinforced concrete armor units (CAUs). The methodology is applied to measure the structural integrity under impact loads of the new Cubipod CAU compared to the conventional cube CAU. The casting systems and clamps are described to manufacture and handle the 15-tonne conventional cubic block and 16-tonne Cubipod prototypes used for the drop tests. Two separate reinforced-concrete platforms were used for overturning and free fall tests, respectively; Cubipods withstand drops more than 50% higher than conventional cubes of similar size and concrete strength. Two extreme free fall tests, confirmed the structural robustness of Cubipod armor units. Manufacturing cycletime as well as storage and handling procedures are similar for both Cubipods and conventional cubic blocks.
Introduction
The armor layer of rubble-mound breakwaters is considered the most important part of the breakwater; armor erosion due to wave attack is the critic failure mode for most rubblemound breakwaters and the main problem to be solved in the design process. The higher the waves attacking the breakwater, the larger the stones for the armor layer; if local quarries can not provide the volume of large enough stones for the armor, usually CAUs have to be manufactured for the armor layer. During the 19 th century, when rubble-mound breakwaters were constructed in deeper waters and in stronger wave climates, unreinforced concrete cubic and parallelepiped blocks were used worldwide as CAUs.
The invention of the Tetrapod in 1950 and the publication of Hudson's formula focused the attention of the engineering community on the stability coefficient (K D ) associated with each armor unit geometry; the larger the K D , the smaller the armor unit weight to resist a given design wave. Hudson's formula, based on the formula given by Iribarren (1938) , was proposed for regular waves, and SPM (1975) popularized the formula for irregular waves using the equivalence H=H s . According to Hudson's formula, the weight of the CAU for Initiation of Damage (IDa) was proportional to the inverse of K D; therefore, a higher K D reduced the CAU weight to be handled, the volume of concrete required for armor construction as well as the size and volume of stones in the under-layer. Therefore, in 1950 technology began a race to design CAUs units with higher K D , in order to reduce breakwater construction costs.
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5 Hanzawa et al. (2006) reported on the use of fully reinforced Dolosse up to 80 tonne in Japan.
Not only must CAU integrity be guaranteed, but real breakwaters should have a porosity and CAU placement similar to those of the small-scale models used in breakwater design.
Most slender and bulky CAUs tend to generate strong interlocking forces; in these cases, small-scale hydraulic stability tests show high stability coefficients, though armor unit integrity and placement must be assured at prototype scale. Muttray et al. (2005) described recent cases of damage to breakwaters caused by breakage of bulky CAUs and improper placement. Additionally, interlocking forces increase armor resistance to IDa but reduce the safety margin to Initiation of Destruction (IDe), which may occur very close to IDa; on the contrary, conventional double-layer armors of randomly-placed quarrystones or massive
CAUs ensure an ample safety margin from IDa to IDe. Although conventional cubic blocks are robust CAUs and have logistic advantages for construction when compared to slender or bulky CAUs, they do have drawbacks like low K D , low friction with the under-layer and a tendency to face-to-face fitting which significantly reduces porosity over time. Medina (2006, 2007) demonstrated that both CAU extraction and Heterogeneous Packing (HeP) cause armor damage, reducing CAU packing density around the mean water level. The new Cubipod CAU is actually a conventional cube with protrusions on each of its faces. These protrusions prevent face-to-face fitting and HeP, increase friction with the under-layer and increase K D . Gómez-Martín and Medina (2008) have found that double-layer Cubipod armors feature much higher hydraulic stability than cube armors. Cubipods can also be used to construct single-layer armors with random placement; if a Cubipod unit is extracted from the armor layer, neighboring units move generating a self-arrangement of
CAUs.
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In this paper, the problem of CAU integrity is first analyzed. The experimental design of prototype drop tests for conventional cubes and Cubipods as well as the results prototype overturning, free-fall and extreme free-fall tests are described in detail. Finally, the conclusions are drawn regarding the design and construction of armor layers and the experimental design of prototype armor unit drop tests.
Armor Unit Integrity
At prototype scale, unreinforced CAUs are far cheaper than reinforced ones, but CAU integrity must be guaranteed. Unreinforced CAU integrity depends on the concrete specifications and the variety of structural loads. According to Burcharth et al. (2000) and Tedesco et al. (2003) , loads on armor units can be classified as (1) static, hydrodynamic or dynamic-pulsating, or (2) impact or dynamic-impact. Additionally, biological, chemical, thermal and other environmental agents may damage CAUs. Static loads are caused by selfweight, breakwater settlement as well as CAU prestressing from both interlocking and the force between CAUs. Hydrodynamic loads are caused by waves attacking the structure (see McDougal et al., 1988) which may also generate the rocking of units and subsequent impact loads. Finally, possibilities for impact loads on CAUs are numerous such as collisions between CAUs when rocking or rolling, impact of pieces of broken CAUs, as well as impacts during transport, handling and placement.
Although CAU integrity is a qualitative concept which is easily understood in terms of the mechanical strength of the unit, yet quite difficult to define in detail and quantify. Not only are the possibilities for loads on CAUs numerous but they also are inter-related and interact to amplify the damage. At present, the variables and degrees of freedom affecting CAU A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t
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7 integrity are so numerous that it is impossible to quantify the entire process for complexshape slender CAUs or even much more basic massive CAUs such as conventional cubes and Cubipods. Therefore, it is necessary to simplify the assessment of CAU integrity by reducing the variables and degrees of freedom to an acceptable number.
From the numerous structural load types influencing CAU integrity, only a few can be considered for testing specific loading scenarios. In order to develop an appropriate methodology to assess the structural strength of the new Cubipod CAU, to guarantee structural integrity as desired, it is convenient to review the methodologies used for other CAUs such as cube, Dolos, Tetrapod, Accropode, A-Jack, Core-Loc and Xbloc. The best methodology will be determined in terms of CAU shape, available testing facilities and resources and financial support. Lillevang et al. (1976) used the 3D photoelastic stress analysis to study the breakage of Dolosse at 15 locations worldwide before the Port of Sines breakwater failure; they proposed analyzing Dolos, in a number of static loading tests to make estimations of large-size Dolos stress concentration. Dimensional analysis in addition to specifically-designed prototype drop tests and impact tests were proposed by Burcharth (1981) in an attempt to rationalize the relationship between CAU size and structural integrity; 1.5-tonne and 5.4-tonne unreinforced as well as reinforced Dolos were used in the drop tests. As a rule of thumb, Burcharth and Brejnegaard-Nielsen (1986) pointed out that the stress level in CAUs due to static and hydrodynamic loads increases linearly with CAU size, while impacts generate stress levels proportional to the squared root of the CAU size. In a parallel study, Nishigori et al. (1989) experimentally analyzed the similarity laws of impact for Tetrapod CAUs. Burcharth et al. (1991) Small-scale drop tests and numerical models are not very reliable when assessing CAU structural strength in prototype conditions; therefore, several prototype scale dynamic tests have been used over the past three decades to assess the structural strength of CAUs. Burcharth (1981) and Silva (1983) tested 1.5-tonne and 5.4-tonne Dolosse, and 1-tonne to 27-tonne cubic blocks, respectively. Nishigori et al. (1989) tested 2 to 4-tonne Tetrapods; Turk and Melby (1998) compared drop tests of 9-tonne Core-Locs and 11-tonne Dolosse CAUs.
Later, Muttray et al. (2004) described the drop test results corresponding to 9-tonne Xblocs, 9-tonne Core-Locs and 15-tonne Accropodes. In this paper, recent drop tests using 15-tonne cubic blocks and 16-tonne Cubipods, described by Medina et al. (2009) , are analyzed in detail.
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Prototype Drop Tests Design
Prototype drop tests are expensive and heavily dependent on both available local facilities and geometric characteristics of the specific CAU to be tested; thus, few CAU specimens are ever tested to breakage. The prototype drop tests reported in the literature have distinct experimental designs, adapted to the CAU geometry and available local facilities. Burcharth (1981) designed specific hammer drop tests and pendulum tests for Dolos on a speciallydesigned 9.5m 3 reinforced concrete base; Silva (1983) used a railway and supporting cars to test up to 27-tonne cubic blocks forcing face-to-face impacts; Nishigori et al. (1989) described anvil drop tests of 4-tonne Tetrapods on a 30m 3 concrete slab; Turk and Melby To assess the structural strength of the cube and Cubipod CAUs, both the available local facilities and previous prototype drop tests methods were taken into consideration. On the one hand, the block yard used in the extension of the new breakwater at the Port of Alicante (Spain) was available along with its 63/25-tonne gantry crane which was able to elevate prototypes up to 9.5 m above the ground. On the other hand, Cubipod is a massive CAU and should be compared to other massive CAU such as the conventional cubic block. A prototype drop test program was designed for cube and Cubipod unreinforced CAUs having similar CAU size, handling, storage and concrete characteristics. The drop test maneuvers were designed to resemble those described by Muttray et al. (2004) for bulky armor units, but adapted to the higher structural strength and simpler geometry of cube and Cubipod CAUs.
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Cubipod and conventional cubic block prototypes
According to Burcharth et al. (1991) , as a rule of thumb, concrete stresses in CAUs due to non-impact loads increase linearly with the unit size, while impact-induced stresses increase with the square root of the unit size. Taking into consideration the increase in concrete stress according to the unit size, and the higher mechanical strength of massive CAUs, 16-tonne (7.1 m 3 ) Cubipod prototypes were considered for the prototype drop tests because they are larger than any drop tested bulky CAU reported in the literature and the armor unit weight is adequate for large breakwaters along the Spanish Mediterranean coast, corresponding to 1/50
scale when compared to the models used in the Cubipod hydraulic stability tests described by
Gómez-Martín and . There were several 15-tonne molds already available for conventional cubic blocks in the Port of Alicante (Spain); thus, this study compared conventional 15-tonne cubes (6.5m 3 ) and 16-tonne Cubipods (7.1m 3 ) using the same concrete source and similar vibration system.
One important logistic advantage of the conventional cubic block versus other CAUs is the vertical casting, a mold which may be lifted six hours after pouring the concrete. To obtain this logistic advantage, SATO technicians designed and developed a vertical casting system for Cubipod. This system was used to manufacture the 7.1m 3 Cubipod CAUs for the prototype drop tests, and it features a base and also an upper part which can be lifted six hours after pouring the concrete in the mold and vibration. Figs. 1a and 1b show pictures of the Cubipod and cube casting systems used for prototype manufacture. In order to facilitate the lifting maneuver of the upper part of the molds, when concrete has reached only a low strength, both conventional cube and Cubipod molds have a slight conic form to avoid vertical planes (see Corredor et al, 2008) . The concrete poured into the molds correspond to 
Prototype drop tests
There are several sources of static and dynamic loads on armor units in breakwaters (see Burcharth et al., 2000) . Overturning and free fall tests are designed to emulate the scenarios of collisions between CAUs when rocking or rolling as well as those of CAU collisions during handling, transport and placing on the armor layer. Overturning drop tests are those in which a prototype has multiple low energetic impacts on a stiff base, while free fall tests are those in which a prototype is dropped on a relatively stiff base. In this study, a wheeled excavator was used to force the cube and Cubipod overturning movements and a 65/25-tonne gantry crane was used to handle and drop the prototypes during the free fall tests. Additionally, to efficiently handle prototypes within the test area, conventional 20-tonne single clamp was used for the 15-tonne cubes, and adapted 2x20-tonne double clamp was used for the 16-tonne Cubipods. A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t
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13 obtain data which might be comparable with those described in the literature, two different reinforced-concrete platforms, constructed on a highly compacted sandy soil in the Port of Alicante's block yard, were used for overturning and free fall tests, respectively. Overturning tests were expected to generate numerous low energetic impacts but they require a larger space for the wheeled excavator maneuvers; thus, the overturning base was a 10.0x7.5x0.9m
reinforced-concrete platform. Free fall tests were expected to generate high energetic impacts, but they require a relatively small space given the high precision of the gantry crane and the clamps used for handling and releasing prototypes; thus, the free fall platform was a 5.0x5.0x1.15m reinforced-concrete platform, covered with a 20-mm steel plate to avoid punching. In addition to constructing the two reinforced concrete platforms, it was necessary to carry out a specific prototype drop test safety project, including a protecting berm and a safety perimeter to prevent accidents during handling or injuries from the projection of broken parts of the dropped prototypes.
Overturning tests
Each specific CAU has a given set of possible overturning maneuvers, which depend on its geometric characteristics and possible stable positions on the ground. The cube has only one stable position on the ground and can only be overturned on one of its four bottom edges maintaining a vertical symmetry plane perpendicular to the edge. The Cubipod has two stable positions and can be overturned in two different ways. More complex slender and bulky CAUs have many more possible overturning maneuvers. In this experiment, two cube prototypes were used in partial and complete overturning tests and four Cubipod prototypes were used in frontal and diagonal overturning tests.
A wheeled excavator tipped the cube for overturning tests; partial overturning was tested if the 
[Insert Fig.2 here]
The overturning tests for Cubipod prototypes were similar to those designed for cubes. The wheeled excavator pushed the Cubipod for overturning; frontal overturning was tested if the force was in the vertical symmetry plane, while diagonal overturning was tested if the force was asymmetric causing the prototype to move laterally. In the case of Cubipod overturning tests, every time the prototype was pushed, it usually rebounded twice on the overturning platform. 
Free fall tests
The CAU damage in prototype drop test depends on the prototype size, concrete strength, drop test type, drop height, platform stiffness and accumulation of damage inside the prototype. 1943-5460.0000064 A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t
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Because prototype size and concrete strength were similar for cube and Cubipod prototypes, similar free fall tests were designed for cubes and Cubipods. Cubipod and cube prototypes were dropped alternatively on the free fall platform to guarantee similar platform stiffness although stiffness may decrease over time due to many accumulated minor damages during the free fall tests. The RLM was the quantitative damage variable considered in this study and the drop height (h) and the number of drops (n) were the fundamental independent variables for the RLM. The sound of the impacts, as well as the small cracks in prototypes and platforms, observed visually, were valuable secondary qualitative information, which proved valuable to roughly estimate the result of the following prototype drop test.
Three different free fall tests were designed: (1) "Anvil Drop" (AD), in which the prototype is dropped with one of its faces parallel to the platform; (2) "Edge Drop" (ED), in which the prototype is rotated 45º and dropped with only one of its edges parallel to the platform, and (3) "Random Drop" (RD), in which the test prototype hang from the gantry crane but touched the top of a cube prototype placed on the ground, and then the test unit was released for an unpredictable fall onto the free fall platform. Figs. 3a and 3b show cube and Cubipod prototype positions just before release during the AD test; drop height (h) and fall movement are represented by thick arrows. Similarly, Figs. 4a and 4b show prototype positions for ED tests while Figs. 5a and 5b illustrated prototype positions for RD tests. The criteria to conduct the free fall tests were: (1) to increase the drop height progressively, (2) to drop each prototype a maximum of six times from a given drop height, and (3) to drop alternatively Cubipod and cube prototypes on the free fall platform. In addition to the 65/25-tonne gantry crane, the wheeled excavator, the 20-tonne single clamp, the 2x20-tonne double clamp and the overturning and free fall platforms, a reliable 10-kg precision load cell was crucial to weigh prototypes during testing. Prototypes were weighed before the tests to measure the initial mass; thus, RLM was measured during the tests with a precision of 0.1%. During the prototype drop tests, the operation which was most time-consuming was the weighing of prototypes, because the load cell is a sensitive instrument which requires gentle maneuvers which are not compatible with dropping 15-tonne prototypes. To weigh prototypes during free fall tests, the load cell had to be manually inserted and then removed to drop prototypes; thus, to reduce the number of load cell inserting-removing operations, different prototypes were dropped in a row and then weighed in a row. In addition to quantitative prototype weight measurements, visual inspection was routinely done to detect cracks in CAU prototypes and platforms, and to obtain a qualitative estimation of prototype loss of mass. If the visual estimation of prototype loss of mass was lower than the 10 kg, precision of the load cell, the RLM was considered null.
Overturning test results
Two 15-tonne cube prototypes (C-08 and C-09) and four 16-tonne Cubipod prototypes (P-08, P-09, P-10 and P-11) were used for overturning. The gantry crane with the appropriate clamp took the prototypes from the stacking area or the ground and placed it on the 90-cm thick reinforced- A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t
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concrete overturning platform; then, a wheeled excavator maneuvered the unit to generate the desired prototype overturning movements. In the case of complete overturning of cube (see Fig.   2b ), the wheeled excavator inclined cube prototype C-08 more than 45º to generate overturning and its impact on the platform; the prototype was weighed every 8 impacts up to 24, when a 2.0% RLM was measured. Cube prototype C-07 was used for partial overturning (see Figs. 2a) ; the wheeled excavator released the cube prototype when it was inclined 15º; an almost negligible 0.4% RLM was measured after 24 partial overturning impacts. Partial and complete overturning tests only slightly damaged the edges of cube prototypes.
The wheeled excavator was used also to overturn Cubipod prototypes, but the maneuver was done differently. Prototypes P-09 and P-10 were used for frontal overturning. The wheeled excavator symmetrically pushed the Cubipod prototype to overturn it, but two rebounds on the platform usually occurred generating many low intensity impacts; prototype loss of mass was negligible up to 25 pushes. Similarly, prototypes P-08 and P-11 were used for diagonal overturning; in these tests, the excavator's force was applied asymmetrically to generate a diagonal overturn. 
Free fall test results
Six 15-tonne cube prototypes (C-01 to C-04, C-06 and C-07) and six 16-tonne Cubipod prototypes (P-01 and P-03 to P-07) were used for the free fall and extreme free fall tests. In these tests, the gantry crane with the appropriate clamp took the prototypes from the stacking area or the ground, hung it over the free fall platform at the prescribed drop height, and released it when the personnel was behind the safety perimeter and the video camera was recording. Figs. 3 to 5 outline the AD, ED and RD free fall tests for cube and Cubipod prototypes, which were dropped on the most robust 1.15m-thick reinforced-concrete free fall platform covered with a 20mm steel plate. The prototypes were weighed before and after each drop to estimate the loss of mass. Table 2 shows the percentage of RLM corresponding to the free fall tests, ordered by time (date/hour) with a qualitative description of the free fall platform. In the case of the two extreme free fall tests, the dropped prototype fell on to four Cubipod prototypes placed on the overturning platform. During the free fall tests, small damages in the free fall platform accumulated to the point of being clearly visible (noted as "damages" in Table 2 ) and deteriorating the platform and the protecting steel plate later (noted as "poor" in Table 2 ).
Cubipod prototype P-07 was first used for three ED tests from h[m]=2.0; Cubipod P-05 was used later for three AD tests from h[m]=2.0; cube prototype C-06 was then used for two AD tests from h[m]=0.5, and so on. Cubipod and cube prototypes were alternatively dropped on the free fall platform (see Table 2 ) to compensate the slight but progressive deterioration of the free fall platform during the tests. For any given prototype, the maximum number of drops on the free fall platform was six (n=6), but the scheduled free fall tests was stopped if the loss of mass of the prototype was so important as to significantly change the morphology of the CAU.
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The measured RLM shown in Table 2 was clearly dependent on the drop height, number of drops and armor unit; however, Cubipod prototype P-03 was the exception. P-03 was dropped from h[m]=3.0 and it should have been severely damaged; however, no damage was observed other than a sharp deterioration of the free fall platform. Apparently, the energy of this and the successive drops of Cubipod P-03 from h[m]=3.0 accumulated damage in the free fall platform instead of accumulating damages in the prototype itself. P-03 was then dropped from h[m]=3.0 on the still good looking overturning platform, but the prototype punched the 90-cm thick reinforced-concrete platform making evident that a steel plate is necessary to protect free fall platforms from punching.
[Insert Table 2 here] Table 2 shows a clear damage pattern: RLM increases with the drop height (energy of the impact) and the number of drops, while Cubipod resisted higher drops than cube prototypes.
AD tests caused more damage than ED and RD tests in both cube and Cubipod prototypes.
Additionally, measured RLM was either RLM<3.7% or RLM>20% with breakage and change in the morphology of armor unit. Both cube and Cubipod prototypes showed minor damages which increased when drop height and number of drops increased; however, if accumulated RLM was higher than 4%, the prototypes broke, affecting the morphology of the CAUs.
In order to describe the observed RLM in these prototype drop tests, Corredor et al. (2008) postulate a conceptual model based on potential energy being distributed in three parts: (1) local edge damages, (2) internal cracks and (3) dissipation. Firstly, a part of the prototype potential energy generates very intense and localized surface pressure and local crushes during the impact which may cause a small loss of mass in edges or vertices, but without internal cracks may be generated and fracture planes are favored, which can affect the core of the prototype changing its morphology. Finally, some dissipation of energy always occurred associated with soil and platform damping, platform damages, noise, friction with air and soil, etc. Cubipod units used in different drop tests tended to consume more energy for local edge damages, while cube units tended to generate face-to-platform impacts with higher accelerations and more internal cracks; this explains why Cubipods resist higher drops than cube units although both are massive CAUs and cubes resist the highest static loads. Corredor et al. (2008) propose the use of the equivalent drop height given by Eq. 1 to take into account both the drop height and the number of drops simultaneously 4 e h h n 
in which h is the drop height; h e is the equivalent drop height, and n is the number of drops.
On the one hand, if the equivalent drop height is lower than a certain threshold limit, h e <h e0 [m]=0.5 for cube and h e <h e0 [m]=1.9 for Cubipod, prototypes only showed local edge damages and very low RLM. On the other hand, if the equivalent drop height is higher than a critical limit, h e >h ec [m]=1.9 for cube and h e >h ec [m]=3.1 for Cubipod, prototypes break causing RLM>20% and a significant change in the morphology of the CAU. If equivalent drop height is between, h e0 < h e <h ec , local edge damages as well as significant internal cracks are generated with RLM<4%. Fig. 6 shows a linear relationship between equivalent drop height and RLM, for the range h e0 < h e <h ec , in which RLM=0% for h e =h e0 and RLM=4% for h e =h ec .
[Insert Fig. 6 here]
Four cube and one Cubipod prototypes (C-01, C-03, C-04, C-05 and P-05) were broken during the free fall tests; in these cases, values of RLM>20% were measured as well as CAU morphological changes observed. Fig. 7 shows pictures of the broken prototypes; in all cases, 
Extreme free fall test results
In addition to the overturning and free fall tests, two Cubipod prototypes (P-01 and P-04) were used for extreme free fall tests, in which a 16-tonne cube prototype is dropped only one time from the maximum drop height on a group of four 16-ton Cubipod prototypes placed on the 90-cm thick reinforced-concrete overturning platform. RLM was measured for both the dropped prototype and the four receptor prototypes. The extreme free fall tests emulated the accidental fall of a CAU on an armor layer during construction. Figs. 8a and 8b show the schemes of the extreme anvil drop test (EAD) and the extreme edge drop test (EED), respectively.
[Insert Fig. 8 here]
After completing overturning and free fall tests, the 90-cm thick overturning platform was still in excellent condition. Four Cubipod prototypes (P-02, P-06, P-09 and P-11) with null or negligible damages were selected to form a receptor group of prototypes and were placed on the overturning platform. P-04 Cubipod prototype was selected for the EAD test and elevated to almost the maximum limit of the gantry crane h[m]=8.5. After weighing the five armor units, the four receptor prototypes were re-grouped on the platform to receive the impact of P-01 Cubipod prototype in the EED test; the drop height for EED test was h[m]=9.5, higher than the drop height of EAD test because the clamp and auxiliary chains required less space for EED tests.
[Insert Table 3 
Summary and conclusions
Armor unit integrity must be guaranteed at prototype scale because Froude's scaled models used to assess the hydraulic stability of CAUs do not properly reproduce the material stress limit. Stresses in the CAUs increase with the CAU size making them more fragile when the design wave climate is more severe; thus, to assure CAU integrity, large unreinforced massive CAUs or fully reinforced slender CAUs are used for breakwaters under the severest design wave conditions.
Numerical 3D static and dynamic FEM and instrumented small scale physical models have been used to estimate the structural stress levels in CAU, but they have serious limitations to represent real conditions. On the contrary, full scale instrumented prototypes and prototype drop test experiments are very expensive and much more difficult to control, but results are more likely to represent almost real conditions. In this paper, a methodology to assess the structural strength of the new massive CAU, the Cubipod, is justified, comparing prototype drop test results with those of conventional cubic blocks widely used as massive CAU for mound breakwaters. 15-tonne cube and 16-tonne Cubipod CAUs were manufactured with similar concrete to make the drop test results comparable.
Both the methodology and experimental drop test design were based on the methodologies used for prototype drop tests of other armor units but adapted to the available facilities and 
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